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This machine complies with the safety 
regulations currently in force. Incorrect use 
of the machine may lead to personal injury 
and damage to objects. Please read all the 
instructions carefully before using the 
machine as they contain important 
information on safety and the use and 
maintenance of the machine. This will 
protect you and prevent damage to the 
machine.

1 SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS AND WARNINGS

USAGE SAFETY

Warning! Danger of burning! The 
liquids that come out of the dispensers 
are extremely hot!

? This appliance can be used by children 
aged from 8 years and above if they have 
been given supervision or instruction 
concerning use of the appliance in a safe 
way and if they understand the hazards 
involved. 
?  Cleaning and user maintenance shall not 
be made by children unless they are older 
than 8 and supervised.
? Keep the appliance and its cord out of reach 
of children aged less than 8 years.
? Children's skin is more sensitive to high 
temperatures. 
?

?  Appliances can be used by persons with 
reduced physical, sensory or mental 
capabilities or lack of experience and 
knowledge if they have been given 
supervision or instruction concerning use of 
the appliance in a safe way and understand 
the hazards involved.
?  Children shall not play with the appliance.
?  Danger of suffocation. Packaging, e.g. 
plastic wrappings, must be kept out of the 
reach of babies and children. Whilst playing, 
children could become entangled in 
packaging or pull it over their head and 
suffocate.
? This appliance is intended to be used in 
household and similar applications such 
as:– staff kitchen areas in shops, offices and 
other working environments; – farm 
houses; – by clients in hotels, motels and 
other residential type environments;

Danger of burning! 
  Remember, too, that espresso coffee is not 

a suitable beverage for children.

 – bed and breakfast type environments.
? The first time the machine is put into 
operation, it is necessary to rinse the pipes 
to eliminate any deposits and to ensure 
hygiene.
? Fill the water tank only with room 
temperature or cold drinkable water. Hot or 
boiling water or any other liquid can damage 
the operation of the machine. We 
recommend changing the water daily to 
prevent the germ proliferation.
?  Place only whole coffee beans in the coffee 
container. Ground coffee poured into the 
container can damage the operation of the 
grinder.
?  Sugar damages the machine!
Never use coffee beans that are treated with 
caramel, sugar, or other similar substances, 
instant coffee, or any substances containing 
sugar.
? Boiling water and steam can cause 
burning; therefore, please use these 
functions with the utmost attention. Do not 
turn the steam dispenser towards any parts 
of your body. Danger of burning!
?  Always make sure that the steam selector 
is disengaged when steam is not needed. 
Otherwise, steam could be dispensed 
inadvertently. Danger of burning!
? The steam dispenser becomes very hot 
during use. Grasp the dispenser only by the 
coupling. Danger of burning!
? Depending on the lime content of the 
water, the machine should be descaled 
regularly. In zones where the water is very 
hard, it will be necessary to descale the 
water pipes more often. Follow the mixture 
ratio indicated on the package of the 
descaling product; otherwise the machine 
could be damaged.
?  Do not put weight on the open drawer of 
the coffee machine, as this could damage 
the machine.

The manufacturer declines all  
responsibility for any damage caused 
by failure to follow the safety 
instructions and precautions. 
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TECHNICAL SAFETY

?Before connecting the machine to the 
power mains, check carefully to make sure 
that the voltage and frequency ratings 
shown on the rating plate correspond to 
those of the electrical system. These values 
must absolutely correspond in order to 
avoid damage to the machine. In case of 
doubt, contact a qualified electrician.
?  The electrical safety of the machine is 
guaranteed only if it is connected to a 
standard earth conductor. It is very 
important to verify this information with the 
utmost attention, and in case of doubt have 
the electrical system checked by a qualified 
electrician. The manufacturer declines all 
responsibility for any damage caused to 
people or things due to the lack or 
malfunction of the earth conductor (for 
example: risk of electrocution).
?   Put the machine into operation only after 
complete installation in order to avoid 
contact with the electrical components. 
Before carrying out assembly, disassembly, 
or daily maintenance of the machine, always 
make sure to disconnect the power cable 
from the electrical outlet.
? The connection of the machine to the 
power mains must not be made using 
extension cables, as they do not guarantee 
the necessary safety of the machine (for 
example: risk of overheating).
?  The machine can also be flush-mounted in 
a wall unit (special accessory). It is not 
suitable for outdoor use. Considering the 
heavy weight of the machine, it is essential 
for the unit to be adequately secured to the 
adjacent wall. 
?  If the power cable is damaged, it must be 
replaced by the manufacturer, its technical 
service, or by a qualified electrician, in order 
to prevent any risk.      
?  All installation, maintenance, and repair 
operations must be carried out by qualified 
personnel only. Incorrect installation, 
maintenance, and repairs may lead to 
serious dangers to the user, for which the 
manufacturer declines all responsibility.
?The machine is disconnected from the 
power mains only when:

-the main switch of the electrical system is 
switched off;
-the fuse of the home electrical system is 
completely disconnected;
-the power plug of the machine is 
completely removed from the electrical 
outlet.                   
?  To disconnect the machine from the power 
mains, grasp the plug and remove; do not 
pull on the power cable.
?  Do not open the machine casing for any 
reason. Touching the voltage cables or 
modifying the electrical or mechanical 
structure may lead to electrocution. This 
could also cause disturbance in the 
operation of the machine. The manufacturer 
declines all responsibility towards persons 
or things due to failure to observe the 
instructions above.
?  In the event that the machine has to be 
installed in combination with another 
appliance, it must be separated from the 
other appliance by a solid intermediate 
shelf. 

CORRECT USE

This machine is designed solely for 
preparing espresso (short, medium or long) 
and cappuccino. Other types of use are not 
permitted and may prove dangerous.  

The manufacturer will not be held liable 
for any damage caused by incorrect use 
of the machine.

Please put only fresh coffee beans into the 
tank to get the best aroma. The beans can 
remain in the grinder and only require 
grinding when needed.

The coffee dispenser has to be used with 
ground coffee, single serving  pods, 
capsules for the preparation of espresso 
coffee, cappuccino, tea and more.



Fig.1
Fig.1
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2 INSTALLATION
IMPORTANT NOTE

The installation of the appliance must be carried out exclusively by qualified personnel in 
compliance with the regulations in force.
Considering the heavy weight of the machine, it is essential that the furniture unit be suitably 
secured to the wall.

?Check to make sure that the 
opening for housing the machine has 
the correct dimensions (Fig.1).

1) Put the base on the case, left and right side in contact by the 
panel

2) Screw the base on the case (using the x6 screws provided)

3) Screw the base to the sides (using the x4 screws provided) 
Note: if the sides of the base are not flush with the sides of the unit, 
fold the flaps to the outside.

The manufacturer 
declines any responsibility 

towards persons or objects, 
as well as for the proper 

operation of the machine, 
due to failure to follow the 

instructions given.

? Connect the plug to the 
power outlet following the 
safety regulations in force. 
Important: The power outlet 
must be accessible after the 
machine has been installed.

?  Tighten the electric cable 
to the basement with the 
available cable tie as showed 
in the picture until being 
able to stretch the machine 
completely forward.
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4) Before mounting the unit to the sliding rails, ensure that the 
bars with the sliding ball bearings are positioned at the front of the 
rail as shown in the image below. Failure to do this may result in 
damage to the sliding rails.

ATTENTION
Install the base so that the guide rails are perfectly vertical

5) Mounting the machine to the base. 

The machine has to fit correctly to the sliding rails otherwise 
damage may occur to the sliding rails and force out the ball 
bearings.
? Due to the weight of the machine it is recommended  that this 
operation is carried out by two people.
? Position the unit to the sliding rails and slide back inside the 
kitchen cabinet housing. If any restriction is felt or it moves more 
easily on one side pull the machine out and ensure the sliding rails 
fit correctly.
? Once fitted correctly to the rails the machine will slide back 
smoothly and a "click" will be heard as the machine locks correctly 
to the sliding rails.
?  Leave sufficient space to access and insert the power cord. 
?  Turn the power switch on the side of the unit to the ON position.
?  Push the machine all the way back on its sliding rails to locate it 
fully within the cabinet housing.

6) If you have to pull out the machine, lift the drawer and pull out.

? If you have to remove the machine from the base unhook it from 
the lateral guides using the levers, raising the lever of the right-
hand guide and lowering the lever of the left-hand guide (2).

2

PLUMBING (optional from factory)

? Before connecting the coffee machine to the water mains, please 
insert the flow restrictor between the two rubber washers.

? The installation of the appliance must be carried out exclusively 
by qualified personnel.

FLOW RESTRICTOR

-10.5 °C    
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3 DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION

FRONT AND OVERALL VIEW

The coffee machine has one heater for the steam  and one heater for the coffee. In this espresso machine the beans can remain in the 
grinder and only require grinding when needed. This provides the best aroma of the coffee because it is freshly ground. 
If the container used, glass or cup, has a smaller volume than the dosage programmed by the machine, coffee dispensing can be 
interrupted at any time, allowing the user to decide on the preferred dose. 

TECHNICAL DATA

?  Type: professional coffee machine
?  Material: stainless steel 304
?  Main colour: stainless steel 
?  Other colours available: on request
?  Outside dimensions: H 455xW 595xD 320 mm 
?  Built in dimensions: H 450xW 560xD 350 mm 
?  Appliance weight: 25 Kg
?  Package dimensions: H 550xW 700xD 455 mm 
?  Gross weight: 29 Kg

?  Voltage: 220 V / 50/60 Hz 
?  Pump pressure: 15 bar
?  Pump consumption: 48 watt
?  Coffee and steam boilers consumption: 1900 W
?  Grinder consumption: 100 W
?  Maximun consumption: 2000 W
?  Water tank capacity: 2,5 L
?  Beans tank capacity: 350 g
?  Coffee boiler heating time: 3 minutes

1
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01. Lighting
02. Steam dispenser
03. 
04. Coffee dispenser
05. Water tank
06. Drip tray
07. Container for the coffee beans
08. Drawer

Holder for grinding / coffee presser

09. Display
10. Grinder set
11. Main switch
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SWITCH-ON

FILLING THE WATER TANK

?

When the water tank is almost empty, the icon “ WATER 
MISSING “ will appear on the display panel. Note: the tank can 
be removed for cleaning (see CARE AND CLEANING).

To ensure the best result in making espresso, in addition to 
using good quality coffee, it is also essential to use good water. We 
therefore recommend emptying the water tank frequently 
and refilling it with fresh water. Avoid leaving the water in the 
tank for excessively long periods.

IMPORTANT: Use only drinkable water
?   Open the machine by raising the drawer and pulling outward.
?   Extract and fill the tank.
?   Replace properly the water tank and close the machine.

FILLING THE COFFEE BEAN CONTAINER

?Fill the coffee bean container using only beans for espresso 
coffee. Any other substance, including ground coffee, can 
damage the coffee grinder. Do not use beans treated with caramel, 
sugar, or similar substances, instant coffee, or any beverage 
containing sugar. Sugar can damage the machine.

When the container is almost empty, the icon “ COFFEE MISSING “ 
will appear on the display panel:

?   Open the machine by raising the drawer and pulling outward.
?   Remove the lid of the coffee bean container.
?   Fill the container with beans up to 2 cm  from the top. 
?   Put the lid back on the container.
?   Close the machine.

?  Extract the machine by lifting the drawer and pulling it towards 
you.
?  Fill the water tank and the coffee container following the 
instructions.
?  Supply power to the machine using the main switch located in 
the upper part of the right  side of the machine.
?   Close the machine.
?   Switch on the machine using the key

4 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

The icons of thermometers indicate that the heaters are 
heating up. The machine is ready for use when they 
disappear.
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5 OPERATION AND USE
PROGRAMMING THE MACHINE

TIMER AUTOMATIC SWITCH ON

If the machine is equipped with a clock, you can set the time in the 
following way:

- keep the upper bar pressed (with dashes)
- set hours, minutes and seconds using the arrows

- press again on the bar to confirm

The machine has three possible automatic starts. 
It is possible, for example, to set a switch on for the morning, one 
in the afternoon and one in the evening ... according to your 
habits, you can find the machine already hot for dispensing the 
drinks you like.

- press the first "alarm" icon to set the first switch on
- set hours, minutes and seconds
- press again on the bar to confirm
- proceed in the same sequence to set the others.

 HOME PAGE FUNCTIONS

2° screen FUNCTIONS

COFFEE SELECTION CAPPUCCINO SELECTION

POWER ON

STEAM FUNCTION

CLEANING

GRINDING

ESPRESSO

MEMO SELECTION

2 COFFEES

LONG COFFEE (AMERICANO)

DISPENSING BAR

MANUAL LENGTH FUNCTION



?place the filter holder under 
the ground coffee dispenser;

?press the icon

?f i l l  the f i l ter  ho lder  
completely.

?f i l l  the f i l ter  ho lder  
completely

?use the coffee press 
provided to press the ground 
coffee inside the filter holder.

?use the coffee press 
provided to press the ground 
coffee inside the filter holder.

?insert the filter holder in the 
central block by pressing and 
rotating until it locks.

?p r e s s  t h e  i c o n  
corresponding to:
?espresso
? two coffees
?long coffee

?insert the filter holder in the 
central block by pressing and 
rotating until it locks.

?p r e s s  t h e  i c o n  
corresponding to:
?espresso
? two coffees
?long coffee

COFFEE BEANS

?before using the machine 
again, empty the filter holder 
from the ground coffee pod in 
the container behind the grill.

?before using the machine 
again, empty the filter holder 
from the ground coffee pod in 
the container behind the grill.

?adjust the desired length by 
holding down the button:

?save the length with

?adjust the desired length by 
holding down the button:

?save the length with

COFFEE POWDER

09

If you are using the machine with coffee beans, proceed as 
follows:

press the icon
the display will show:

If you are using the machine with coffee powder, proceed as 
follows:

press the icon

the display will show:
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?insert the filter holder in the 
central block by pressing and 
rotating until it locks.

?press the desired icon:

?insert the filter holder in the 
central block by pressing and 
rotating until it locks.

?press the desired icon:

?insert the filter holder in the 
central block by pressing and 
rotating until it locks.

?press the desired icon:

SINGLE SERVING PODS (optional)

?insert  in  the cof fee 
dispenser the special adapter 
for single serving pods.

?press the pod into the filter.?the machine can be used 
with single serving pods (44 
mm ESE).

?the machine can be used 
w i th  compat ib le  co f fee  
capsules Lavazza Espresso 
Point, Illy, and others with 
similar dimensions.

?insert  in  the cof fee 
dispenser the special adapter 
for these coffee capsules

?insert  in  the cof fee 
dispenser the special adapter 
for these coffee capsules

?insert the selected capsule.

?insert the selected capsule.

COMPATIBLE COFFEE CAPSULES LAVAZZA ESPRESSO POINT & ILLY (optional)

The brands Lavazza, Illy and Nespresso are registered trademarks of their respective companies. They are not the property of this company or anyone else 
connected to it. These marks and the reference of their models are mentioned only to indicate their compatibility with this machine.

?the machine can be used 
w i th  compat ib le  co f fee  
capsules Nespresso and others 
with similar dimensions.

To remove the adapters from the coffee dispenser, tap the coffee dispenser 
on a wooden surface (such as a sturdy chopping board) to loosen them for 

removal. The adapters need to be tight in order to direct the water flow 
through the coffee. They will loosen slightly through regular use.  

COMPATIBLE COFFEE CAPSULES NESPRESSO and others with similar dimensions (optional)
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6 CARE AND CLEANING

PREPARING CAPPUCCINO

D

C

A

B

REMOVAL OF COFFEE AND WATER FUNDS

GRINDER SET

Press the button              to release the steam and clean the 
lance.

Fig.7A Fig.7B

IMPORTANT: The container must be emptied regularly to 
prevent the formation of mould and bacteria.
?Open the drawer A.
?Remove the grille B. 
?Extract and empty the coffee grounds container C and the 
water container D. 
?Place the two containers and the grille back in their seats. 
?Close the drawer. 
?Now the machine is ready for use again. 

It is preferable to empty the water tank daily and refill it, when 
possible just before preparing coffee, with cold drinkable water.
Wash the water tank by hand using a sanitising detergent solution. 
If while washing the water tank the float level sensor 
should drop out of its rail, please slot it in again making 
sure that the magnet is in its lower position.

WATER TANK

Clean the steam dispenser with a soft sponge using only water, 
preferably hot water. To remove any incrustations, we recommend 
washing the components in the dishwasher. The steam spout can 
be unscrewed for washing in the dishwasher. When it is used for 
frothing milk, it is advisable to release some steam first to flush out 
any remaining residues of milk or froth.

STEAM DISPENSER

The appliance must not be immersed in water or other liquids for 
cleaning.

Let the coffee machine cool down before proceeding with cleaning. 
Danger of burning! 
Do not use steam appliances for cleaning the machine.

Do not use any detergent substances containing soda, 
acids, or chlorides! These substances will ruin the surface 
of the machine.

Regular cleaning guarantees the efficient operation and 
long life of your espresso coffee machine.
Remove the grille and tray from the machine and clean both the 
front panel and the inside compartments with a soft sponge 
dampened with a sanitising detergent solution. 
Dry with a soft cloth to avoid scratching.

Slide the machine forward pulling it off and rotate the knob on the 
left side.
In order to have a significant change in grinding, one has to rotate 
the knob at least two rotations (counter clockwise for rough 
grinding and clockwise for fine grinding).
The maximum rotation is six full turns each way.

?Select the  function using the key    
?Before positioning the container under the steam nozzle to 
flush out the water remaining in the pipes.
?Prepare a medium coffee in a cappuccino cup.
?Fill a jug milk with about 100 ml of milk. This is the quantity for 
preparing one cappuccino. We recommend preparing frothed milk 
for one cappuccino at a time. 
?Introduce the steam nozzle into the milk container so that the 
spout is positioned on the bottom of the container (Fig. A).

?Press the            button to release the steam and heat the milk 
for a few seconds.
?Important: Do not heat the milk excessively. 
Overheated milk no longer produces froth.
?After a few seconds, position the spout of the nozzle at the 
surface of the milk (Fig. B).  
?When the desired froth is obtained release the steam button.
?Pour the milk delicately into the cup previously filled with 
coffee.
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The machine does not switch on
- The main switch is off
- No electricity

The coffee does not come out or comes out in slow drips
- Coffee grind too fine (increase, +,  the grinder set)
       
- Coffee machine pipes obstructed: - press               without 
coffee dispenser, some water comes out from the central part.

The coffee comes out too fast and is not creamy     
- Coffee too old
- Coffee too thick (decrease, -,  the grinder set)
- Chose a more creamy blend

The milk froth does not form
- Check that the flow of steam is suitable 
- Do not heat the milk excessively   

Loud noise of the pump when dispensing
- Keep the STEAM button pressed till it starts or press
 without coffee dispenser

For any operating anomaly, 
contact your nearest service center.

ALARMS

The display panel could shows these alarms signs:

AUTO-DIAGNOSTICS
The electronic circuits manage and recognize various alarms and 
operating anomalies. These are indicated  on the display panel.

Solution: before calling the technical service, check for the 
presence of foreign bodies in the grinder (stones, impurities, other 
foreign bodies). If necessary use a vacuum cleaner to suck up all 
the beans. 
Then reset the machine by pressing the key

Solution: there is a problem with the coffee heater; before calling 
the technical service, please try to switch off and switch on the 
machine.

Solution: before calling the technical service,

check the water tank and press the key                
and reset  the machine by pressing the key

7 TROUBLE-SHOOTING

NOTE:
Never force the filter holder into the appropriate support. If 
the insertion proves difficult in this case, check for the 
presence of residual funds on the upper filter, which must 
be cleaned regularly.

WATER PRESSURE

GRINDER LOCK

TEMPERATURE ALARM

8 DISPOSAL OF ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES


